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California Firing Line is the official publication of the California Rifle & Pistol Association (CRPA).

When you advertise in California Firing Line, your ad reaches a statewide readership of 30,000 strong with specific interest in your products. Additionally, your ad spend helps the California Rifle & Pistol Association (CRPA) fight back! Your advertising dollars assist in offsetting the production costs of our magazine and enable the CRPA to put more funding toward the fight in Sacramento and pro Second Amendment lawsuits in the courts. Advertise and join the fight today!

FREQUENCY
CFL is published bimonthly (6x per year).

CIRCULATION
Avg. 28,300 printed copies per issue.
This circulation is based on 2021, which did not include live event distribution due to regulations imposed by CA state government. We anticipate resuming event distribution in 2022, which will increase total circulation.

AUDIENCE
California Firing Line readership is comprised primarily of CRPA members across the state of CA with limited readership in the surrounding states of AZ, NV and OR. Membership includes recreational shooters, hunters, marksmen and Second Amendment supporters.

OUR MAILING LIST ALSO INCLUDES: Legislators and staffers, from the CA Governor’s Office to every office of the Assembly, Senate and Attorney General. Leaders and influencers from state agencies from the CA Department of Fish and Wildlife to CA Department of Justice. Law enforcement agencies in every California county. Many order extra copies for their leadership, CCW classes, department stations and local government officials.

California Firing Line issues and articles are distributed through the CRPA Business Affiliate Program, which connects to over 2,500 businesses (gun stores, ranges, taxidermists, retail, medical offices, etc.). CFL is distributed at major events, trade shows, competitions and gun shows across the state of CA every weekend.

All print issues (except the most current) are archived online at crpa.org for secondary readership.

EDITORIAL FOCUS
CFL editorial focuses on firearm, Second Amendment and political news with an angle of interest to California gun owners.

ABOUT THE CRPA
The California Rifle & Pistol Association, Inc. (CRPA) is a nonprofit association governed by an independent Board of Directors. CRPA’s mission is to promote civilian marksmanship and qualifying state championship competitions; educate the public about firearms and the right to keep and bear arms; protect the right to choose to own a gun to hunt, for sport and to defend yourself and your family; and promote the shooting sports.
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